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Abstract—Container sea-rail intermodal transport operation needs 
to consider some special demands both in volume and time 
connection. That means container sea-rail intermodal transport is a 
type of demand responsive transport between railroad trains and 
marine ships, vice versa. It needs to operate container trains 
according to the demands of ships in OD, volume, as well as the 
arrival and departure time. Basing on this responsive demand 
characteristic of sea-rail intermodal transport, the paper establishes a 
multi-objective optimal model for its connection time, aiming for 
maximizing the profits of carriers and minimizing the total transport 
costs of shippers, as well as minimizing the connection time between 
container trains and ships to optimizing the intermodal transport 
system. Modified genetic algorithm is adopted. The calculation results 
demonstrate that the model could be used to solve the connection 
problem of container sea-rail intermodal transport involved with 
volume and time connections. 
 
Keywords—Connection time, Inland-port-transferring Railway 
Hub Container Transport System, multi-objective optimal model, 
responding transport, sea-rail intermodal transport 
 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION  
CONTAINER sea-rail intermodal transport is not the same as 
the regular freight transport. Its operation is beyond just one 
transport mode. The problems need to be settled in sea-rail 
intermodal transport operation include not only the original 
stations, terminal ports, flow volume, but also some special 
demands in volume and time connections between railroad trains 
and marine ships. That means the container sea-rail intermodal 
transport is a type of demand responsive transport with train- ship 
connecting efficiently with each other. This connection  could  
effectively  reduce  the  cycle  time  of containers and ships, as 
well as the costs of them both in ports and stations. For example, 
something could be arranged in advance before ships berthed in 
harbor by the assistance of advanced information system. It could 
get a groundage-saving about $45000 for a third-generation 
container ship. And the  
larger the ship is, the more the saving is. 
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Railway Hub Container Transport System (RHCTS) is defined 
in reference [1] as a type of transport system covering specific 
areas and comprising a number of container stations, which 
belong to different transport modes and have different capacities 
and functions. Every RHCTS makes one or two railway logistics 
center(s) as its central station. All of the containers inbound or 
outbound a RHCTS are gathered in the railway logistics center 
and transported from this central station outside the system, vice 
versa. This logistics center is a national or regional hub in 
container transport railroad network. 
 
II.  LITERATURE REVIEWS 
 
There were many researchers focused their studies on 
containers, including freight placement in container, container 
transport, competitiveness of container harbors, attractive powers 
of regions, and so on. For example Zhang (2011), Zhu (2010)[7], 
Yan (2004), Worawan S (2006), Nathan N H (2005)[21], Zhou 
(2003), Mohammad A A (2003)[16], Hossein J (2002), Sangeeta 
B (2001)[25], Ebru K B (1999), Diez R (1999), Alexandra M N 
(1998), Elizabeth G J (1996)[15], etc. Because of the 
development of world trade and container ports, many researches 
focused on the problems of ocean shipping and container ports, 
including the berth availability, the equipment allocation and 
utilization, the matching relationship between the loading and 
unloading machines with transferring equipments, store yard 
layout and management, empty containers back-transport, and so 
on. Researchers studied different theories, applied different 
methods and developed different models to solve the above 
problems. The research results were abundant, both in theories 
and practices.  
Zhang (2011)[1] studied the theories of container sea-rail 
intermodal transport and put forward the 5R rules of it. That is 
Right goods, Right direction, Right volume, Right time and Right 
port. These 5Rs stressed the responsive and cooperative 
relationships between two different transport modes during the 
whole procession. It also showed the importance of connections 
due to these 5Rs of container sea-rail intermodal transport.  
Wei Yan (2005)[3], Haifeng Yan (2004)[4], Yong Zhou 
(2003)[6] and Guo (2008)[9] studied respectively the rank of 
railway container stations in Chinese rail net, the business 
procession of container flows within the railway container 
central station, as well as the types of container trains between 
stations. The authors established multi-objective 0-1 optimal 
model to optimize the operation schemes of railway container 
trains. 
Worawan S (2006)[17]  studied  deeply on the  vehicle 
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scheduling problems under both static and dynamic conditions 
in large scale. The author established a nonlinear integer 
programming model aiming for minimizing the running time 
of train. The GA was applied. The model considered many 
inner influencing factors on train operation, such as the types 
and traits of trains, the speed limitation of interval and station, 
the related parameters of lines, and so on. The research results 
had some real meanings. 
Hossein J, Maged D, Petros L and Anastasios C 
(2005)[22][23] studied deeply on the multi Travel Salesman 
Problem with Time Window, m-TSPTW. The authors 
established a two-stage optimal model based on dynamic 
programming to get the best route for container trailer under 
the conditions of city network and multi-routes. Mixed genetic 
algorithm was applied to solve this problem with large scale.  
For the container intermodal transport, Alexandra M N 
(1998)[24] studied the optimal problems of operation and 
management in container rail-highway intermodal transport. 
The author studied the volume allocation both in time and 
transport modes in intermodal transport. The objectives of the 
optimal model in this research included minimizing the total 
operation costs and meeting the timeliness demands in 
container transport. 
Besides, many researches focused on the operation and 
management problems in container ports. For example, 
competitiveness, efficiency, operation costs, equipment 
investment, storage strategy, berth availability and utilization, 
all of these were becoming the research themes.  
Ebru K B (1999)[18] and Diez R (1999)[19] studied the 
operation of inner logistics system of port in site location, 
equipment allocation, trailer route optimization, etc, applying 
the queuing theory, simulating technology and optimization 
theory. The research covered the main problems in container 
harbors.  
Larry H, Fredrik W and Paul D (2007)[28] studied the 
container port inner system by Multi-Agent System method. 
The authors put forward that the turnover time of ship is a 
crucial parameter to the efficiency and competitiveness of 
port. The research divided the container port inner system into 
four subsystems, as ship-shoreside part, transfer part, storage 
part, pick-up and delivery part. The authors established a 
systemic model with parameters drawing from the four 
subsystems above to allocate and coordinate the port resources 
by MAS method.  
Maurizio B, Azedine B and Mohamed R (2006)[29] 
established a goal-directed simulation model for container 
wharf business by UML chart design method. The authors 
made evaluations on the procession and efficiency of business 
in container wharf from three aspects, evaluating the 
alternative schemes of loading and unloading business of ship, 
evaluating the storage strategy of container yard, evaluating 
the allocation strategy of equipments. Time and costs were the 
criteria of evaluations.  
This paper focuses on the problem of connecting time and 
its optimization in sea-rail intermodal transport from inland to 
container port. Based on the problem description and literature 
 
review above, the main contributions of this paper are 
described as follows. 
1) Basing on the responsive demand and 5R rules of 
container sea-rail intermodal transport, the paper 
establishes a multi-objective optimal model for the 
connection time, aiming for maximizing the profits of 
carriers, minimizing the total transport costs of shippers, 
as well as minimizing the connection time between 
container railroad trains and marine ships.   
2) Modified genetic algorithm is adopted. Basing on the 
operational facts of Zhengzhou railway container central 
station, the model is verified to be useful and could be 
used to solve the connection problem of container sea-rail 
intermodal transport involved with volume and time 
connections. And the optimal connection time is given by 
the results of the model.  
 
III.  SYMBOL NOTATIONS OF TIME CONNECTION MODEL  
The variables and parameters in the time connection 
optimal model are illustrated as follow.  
msp
k : the decision variable, it means the number of railroad 
cars of the k
th
 type of container train. 
 
xsp
k : the decision variable, it means the number of the k
th
 type 
of container train between the railway central station O (si ) and 




 : the rest number of containers stored in port after the 




 : the number of containers needed by the ship departing 
from the port in schedule, TUE/ship. 
nshipp : the number of container ships having the responsive  
relationships with container railroad trains and leaving from 
the port during the statistic time, ship.  
Np: the total number of container ships having the responsive 
relationships with container railroad trains, including both in 
schedule and left from the port during the statistic time, ship.  
Cp
ship
 : the total ocean transport costs of container ship, 
Yuan/TEU. 
 
ctruckp : the operation cost of trailer transferring between 
container yard and shore-side, Yuan/trailer.  
cp
zhx : the total costs of loading and unloading operations of 
containers in port, Yuan/TEU.  
cp
zc : the unit storage cost of container in port yard, 
Yuan/TEU·h. 




The responsive characteristic of sea-rail intermodal transport 
makes requirements on the operation of container railroad trains. 
It claims that the containers should arrive at the port in an 
appropriate duration. Either too early or too late arrival will 
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add extra inventory costs of containers in port yard, and increase 
operational burden to the capability of container ports. 
 
   satisfied degree 
   St 
T1 tkp T2 t 
Fig. 1. Satisfied time duration of container arriving port 
 
The appropriate arrival time in this paper is named as 
satisfied time duration, shown as Fig.1. The satisfied time 
duration [T1, T2] is the ideal or expected interval of container 
arrival time. Containers arriving at port in this interval could 
well meet the time-connection demand of ship departure.  
As Fig.1 illustrated, the earliest and latest arrival time 
accepted by ship are T1 and T2 respectively. Supposed that 
containers are transported by the k
th
 container train to the 
container port named as D(p). The arrival time of these  
containers is defined as tp
k




 is in the ideal or expected time interval of [T1, T2], 
the arrival time is satisfied.  
--If tp
k
 is in the time duration of [-∞, T1], the arrival time is  
too early and will arise an extra inventory costs to the container in 
port yard. This will not be accepted by the shippers.  
--If tp
k
 is in the time duration of [T2, +∞], the arrival time  
will be too late to catch up with the ship departure. This will 
cause a broken stowage and will increase the transport costs of 
ocean shipping, especially when the number of containers in 
the last arrival is big. This will not be accepted by the liners. 
 
Notations of other variables and parameters in the optimal 
time connection model are as follow.  




 : the turnover time of container ship in port, h. 
 
tp
ship : the time of loading operation of ship for unit container 
in wharf apron, h/TEU.  
ttruckp  : the turnover time of trailer for transferring the containers 
between the yard and the shore-side, h/trailer times. tp
dep
 : the 








 : the travel time of container train from the original 
railway central station to container port, h. It is need to note that 
there exist a physical distance between the terminal station of 
railroad trains and port yard. Considering the seamless 
demand of sea-rail intermodal transport, we assume that the 
distance between the terminal station of container train and 
port yard could be neglected, compared with the long travel 
distance between OD. Those containers transported by 
railroad trains can be transferred to port yard directly.  
Ts 
k
−mid : the total operational time of container train occurring  
in the railway central stations en route, if the train is a type of 
connecting train and has some operations in this station, h.  
Ts 
k
−des : the total operational time of container train occurring  
in the railway central station in/near the container port, 
including the arrival time, the unloading time and the 
transferring time between the terminal station and the port, h. 
According to the note above, the transferring time between the 
terminal station and the port could be neglected.  
∆t : the delay time of ship arising from all reasons except the 
loading and unloading operations and occurring during the berth 
time after into port and before departing port.  
∆T : the total delay time of container from leaving from the 
railway central station to departing from container port, h.  
ω ⋅24 : the conversion relationship of time and date.   
θ : the matching coefficient of equipment allocation in port. 
In loading and unloading operational system in container port, 
it means the ratio between the bridge cranes in wharf apron, 
the gantry cranes in port yard, and the trailers used for 
transferring between yard and wharf apron.  
In general speaking, it needs 3-5 bridge cranes for the 
loading and unloading operations of one ship. When it 
allocated 3 bridge cranes, the optimal ratio between gantry 
crane and bridge crane is 2.286, and 6.08 it is between trailer 
and bridge crane.   
β: the fluctuant coefficient of container volume, coming 
from the change of transport demand and supply capacity. It is 
an empirical value as β =1.1~1.4.  
1/2: the capacity factor of container trailer. That means the 
transferring capacity of one trailer is two twenty-feet container 
(2TEU) per time.  
 
IV.  TIME CONNECTION OPTIMAL MODEL OF CONTAINER 
SEA-RAIL TRAIN 
 
A.  Optimal Model  
According to the 5Rs rules, the responsive characteristics 
and the specific connection demands in both volume and time 
of container sea-rail intermodal transport, the paper establishes 
a multi-objective optimal model for inland-port-transferring 
RHCTS container train connection time.  
The multi-objective optimal model of container sea-rail 




λdt − ∑∑2m spk xspk 
 
 
min Z 1  = β Qs
rest  + ∫t dao 
(1) 
 
 p ∈ P k ∈K 
 
   




min Z 2 = Q p
rest + ∑∑ 2 m spk x spk  − ∑n pship Qpship   
 
     s ∈ S  k ∈K  n∈N p    
min Z 3 = ∑2mspk x spk (c pzc t p + c pzhx )+   
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∑ 1 truck ship  ship rest k k ship  
2 
c p n p min  (Q p − Q p ), ∑∑2msp x sp +Cp  
n∈N p      s∈S k ∈K    
 
s .t .  
∑∑2 m spk x spk ≤ Qmax , ∀rspk 
∈ Rsp p ∈ P k ∈K  
{∑x spk  rijk }≤ aij   , ∀rijk  ∈ Rsp , i ∈ S , j ∈ S  P 
 
k ∈K  
∑2 m spk x spk  ≤ Q ps   , ∀rspk ∈ Rsp  
k ∈K 
 
ship   ship1 truck  1 ship   
 T
p  = Q p  
 t
 p +   t p + ∆t    
θ 
 




 rest + ∑∑ k k   ∀Q p  Q p 2m sp xsp   
       s ∈ S  k ∈K    
 
t p
dep = t s
k − dep  + ( Tspk −line  + Ts k− mid  + Ts k−des )+ Tpship  + ∆T − ω ⋅24 
 






  = 0 ~ 24 
 
O (si ) to D (pj ) is no more than the maximum accepting 
(2) capacity of port, Qps  , which is allocated to this OD. 
 
 
 Equation (7)  shows the  turnaround  time  constraint  of 
 
 container ship in port. The prerequisite of this constraint is the 
 
 volume connection constraint of responsive demand of sea-rail 
 
(3) 
intermodal transport. That is to say when the given container 
 




 in this train can be loaded on the ship and meet the volume 
 
 connection demand of this ship. Then, the ship could depart the 
 
(4) port on time. 
 
 Equation (8) shows the connection time constraint of the 
 
container sea-rail intermodal transport responsive demand.  
(5) That is to say the total transport time, from departing the   
original  railway central  station of inland-port-transferring  
(6) RHCTS to finishing the loading operation of container ship, 
including all time because of any operations and delays happed in 
the transportation process between the OD. This total time  
(7.1) exhausting could meet the departure time demand of the ship  
according to the timetable of the container port.   
 
 Non-negative  and  value  range  constraints  of  decision 
 




(8) tsk −dep  are  both  time  variables.  The  range  of  values  is   
determined according to 24-hour system. xsp
k
 is the number of  
(9) container trains operated between original railway central 
 
x 
k , m k ≥ 0 x k , m,k ∈Z .∀s ∈ S , p ∈ P , k ∈ K , r k ∈ R 
sp (10) 
 
sp sp sp sp sp 
 
        
 
B.  Objectives and Constraints  
Objectives (1) and (2) show the goals of minimizing the rest 
number of containers in railway station and port yard 
respectively. Objective (3) expresses the goal of minimizing 
the total transport costs including those happened both in port 
and sea transport. All of these three objectives reflected the 
responsive characteristics and 5Rs demand of container sea-
rail intermodal transport.  
Equation (4) illustrates the capacity constraint of original 
railway logistics central station. That means the total number 
of containers transported by the container trains from railway 
station to related container ports is no more than the maximum  
inventory number of containers, Qmax , in the original railway  
station.  
Equation (5) shows the capacity constraint of railway 
tracks. That means within the given period, the total number 
of container trains operated from the original railway logistics 
central station O (si ) to container port D (pj )is no more than  
the permitted number of trains which is restricted to the 
through capacity of the railroad tracks between the above OD.  
Equation (6) illustrates the taking over capacity constraint of 
container port D (pj ) . That means within the given period, the 
total number of containers transported by container trains from 
 
station O (si ) and container port D (pj ) . While mspk is the  
number of container flatcars in one container train.  
Adopting the modified Genetic Algorithm, the model could 
get the optimal objectives and the desired value of decision 
variables. And the departing time of container train from the  




  could meet the demands 
 
of departing time and volume requirement of ship from 
container port. 
 
V. CASE STUDY OF ZHENGZHOU I-RHCTS SEA-RAIL 
INTERMODAL TRANSPORT CONNECTION TIME  
 
A. In One-to-one Network Conditions   
According to the time connection optimal model and 
applying Genetic Algorithm in a one-to-one network 
condition, the paper gets the optimal values of objectives as 
well as the connection time of Sea-Rail Intermodal Container 
Trains, SRICT, operated from the railway logistics central 
station of Zhengzhou I-RHCTS to Qingdao container port.  
The results are shown in tableⅠand tableⅡ. 
 
TABLE Ⅰ 
SCHEME OF SRICT BETWEEN ZHENGZHOU AND QINGDAO IN 2012  
Arriving Departing OD Running Intermedi Train Train 
 
port station  cycle ate stop style length 
 
Qingdao 
Zhengzhou ZZ-QD 1/per day - 1* 36w 
 
Xi’an (XA)ZZ 1/per day Zhengzh 2* 40w 
 
  -QD  ou   
 
Note:       
 




1* is a type of express and through train, one deck, with the container flow 
between Zhengzhou and Qingdao.  
2* is a type of express train, one stop and one deck, with the container 
flows of Xi’an-Qingdao and Zhengzhou-Qingdao. 
36w means there’re 36 container flatcars in one train. 
The scheme table comes from the reference [1]. 
 
--Scheme one  





Zhengzhou railway Qingdao 




Fig. 2. Sea-rail intermodal container train between Zhengzhou-Qingdao, 
express, through and one deck 
 
--Scheme two  
The transport operation of the second type of train is 
illustrated as Fig.3. 
 
Xi’an 
B     
 
A 
Zhengzhou D   




Xi’an-Qingdao Zhengzhou-Qingdao+  
Xi’an-Qingdao 
 
Fig. 3. Sea-rail intermodal container train between Xi’an-Qingdao, express, 
one-stop and one deck 
 
--The results of optimal model for scheme one  
For the through train between Zhengzhou and Qingdao, the 
results of optimal model are shown in table Ⅱ. 
 
TABLE Ⅱ 
OPTIMAL RESULTS OF SCHEME ONE BETWEEN ZHENGZHOU AND QINGDAO  
Content Index Unit Values Note 
 




TEU 41 Quantity of rest 
 




TEU 32 Quantity of rest 
 
   containers in port yard 
 
Zhengzhou C Yuan 774592 Total costs including     port and sea shipment  
-Qingdao     
k −dep - 8:45am of the Departing time of train    
 ts  given day* from station 
 
 dep - 11:30am, 2days Departing time of ship 
 
 tp  later of the from port 
 
   given day  
 
Note: supposed that the container ship will berth in the port at 6pm the day 
after the train’s departure. 
 
The calculation results of the optimal model are illustrated 
in table Ⅱ. Actually, the container trains will run according to 
the timetable. The meaning of the optimal results is offering 
the better alternative from the timetable which is the nearest 
time with the optimization.  
And the same method could be used to get the optimization 
under a one-to-many network conditions. 
 
B.  In One-to-many Network Conditions  
In reality, the container transport railroad network is 
complex. The more conditions are one -to-many or many-to -
many network. It assumes that the international terminal port 
is given in an international multimodal transportation chain. 
For the one-to -many network, the original station has to 
determine the order of the container ports and allocate the 
containers to different trains in different lines to get the 
optimal objectives. The details could be found in reference [1]. 
 
This part applies the model and method to solve the same 
problem in a one-to-many network condition. It obtains the 
optimal values of objectives and the connection time of 
SRICT operated from Zhengzhou to Shanghai, Guangzhou 
and Lianyungang container ports respectively. 
 
1) Zhengzhou-Shanghai Sea-rail Intermodal Container 
Train Scheme and Optimal Results  
--Scheme  
The scheme of SRICT between Zhengzhou and Shanghai is 
shown as table Ⅲ. 
 
TABLE Ⅲ 
SCHEME OF SRICT BETWEEN ZHENGZHOU AND SHANGHAI IN 2012  
Arriving Departing OD Running Intermedi Train Train 
 
port station  cycle ate stop style length 
 
 Lanzhou (LZ, 1/every Xi’an, 1* 38w 
 




hai       
Zhengzhou ZZ-SH 1/per day Xuzhou 2* 32w   
 
  /LYG     
 
Note:  
1* is a type of express train, one deck, two-stops with the container flows 
of Lanzhou-Shanghai, Xi’an-Shanghai and Zhengzhou-Shanghai.  
2* is a type of express train, one stop and one deck, with the container 
flows of Zhengzhou-Shanghai, Zhengzhou-Xuzhou, Xuzhou-Shanghai and 
Xuzhou-Lianyungang.  
The scheme table comes from the reference [1]. 
 
--Optimal results  
For the first type of container train, the calculation results 
are shown as table Ⅳ. 
 
TABLE Ⅳ  
OPTIMAL RESULTS OF FIRST TYPE OF TRAIN OF ZHENGZHOU-SHANGHAI  
Content Index Unit Values Note 
 




TEU 13 Quantity of rest 
 




TEU 44 Quantity of rest 
 
(Lanzhou,   containers in port yard  
C Yuan 550368 Total costs including  
Xi’an)     port and sea shipment  
Zhengzhou     
k −dep - 22:17 of the Departing time of train  
-Shanghai 
 
ts  given day* from station 
 
 dep - 13:30, the third Departing time of ship 
 
 tp  day after the from port 
 
   given day  
 
 
2) Zhengzhou-Guangzhou Sea-rail Intermodal Container  
Train Scheme and Optimal Results 
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--Scheme       OPTIMAL RESULTS OF FIRST TYPE OF TRAIN OF ZHENGZHOU-LIANYUNGANG 
 
The scheme of SRICT between Zhengzhou and Guangzhou Content Index Unit Values Note 
 
is shown as table Ⅴ. 
      of train     
 
       Q
s 
TEU 10 Quantity of rest  
          
           containers in station 
 
   TABLE Ⅴ      
Qp 
TEU 26 Quantity of rest 
 
SCHEME OF SRICT BETWEEN ZHENGZHOU AND GUANGZHOU IN 2012 
(Lanzhou,   containers in port yard          
C Yuan 764400 Total costs including 
 
Arriving Departing OD Running Intermedi Train Train  Xi’an)  
port station  cycle ate stop style length    port and sea shipment   Zhengzhou     
         
- 19:25 of the Departing time of train 
 




Guang        ts  given day* from station  
Urumqi (U, LZ) 1/per day LZ,ZZ 2* 38w   zhou  
dep - 5:30am, the Departing time of ship    ZZ-GZ       
 
         
tp 
 
third day after from port 
 
Note:          
 
1* is a type of express through train, one deck, with the container flow    the given day  
 
between Zhengzhou and Guangzhou.          
 
2* is a type of express train, one deck, two-stops with the container flows of      
 
Urumqi-Zhengzhou,  Urumqi-Guangzhou,  Lanzhou-Guangzhou  and some   
VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
 
 
Zhengzhou-Guangzhou.           
      
The calculation results of optimal model are in accordance 
 
The scheme table comes from the reference [1].    
 
--Optimal results 
      with the operation facts of Zhengzhou railway container central 
 
      station. The multi-objective optimal model is valid and can be 
 
For the first type of container train, the calculation results are used in a complex rail-network in container sea-rail intermodal 
 




OPTIMAL RESULTS OF FIRST TYPE OF TRAIN OF ZHENGZHOU-GUANGZHOU  
Content Index Unit Values Note 
 




TEU 31 Quantity of rest 
 




TEU 34 Quantity of rest 
 
   containers in port yard 
 
Zhengzhou- C Yuan 428064 Total costs including     port and sea shipment  
Guangzhou     
k −dep - 14:33 of the Departing time of train    
 ts  given day* from station 
 
 dep - 18:30, the fifth Departing time of ship 
 
 tp  day after the from port 
 
   given day  
 
 
3) Zhengzhou-Lianyungang Sea-rail Intermodal Container  
Train Scheme and Optimal Results 
 
--Scheme  
The scheme of SRICT between Zhengzhou and 
Lianyungang is shown as table Ⅶ. 
 
TABLE Ⅶ  
SCHEME OF SRICT BETWEEN ZHENGZHOU AND LIANYUNGANG IN 2012  
Arriving Departing OD Running Intermedi Train Train 
 
port station  cycle ate stop style length 
 
 Zhengzhou ZZ- 1/per day - 1* 25w 
 
Lianyun  LYG      
Urumqi (U,XA) 1/per day XA,ZZ 2* 43w  
gang   ZZ-      
       
  LYG     
  
Note:  
1* is a type of express through train, one deck, with the container flow 
between Zhengzhou and Lianyungang.  
2* is a type of express train, one deck, two-stops with the container flows 
of Urumqi-Lianyungang, Xi’an-Lianyungang and Zhengzhou-Lianyungang.  
The scheme table comes from the reference [1]. 
 
--Optimal results  
For the first type of container train, the calculation results 
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